
Discover the BA in Education at Cambridge:
choose one of our three specialist tracks

Education, English, Drama
and the Arts

Education, Policy and 
International Development

Education, Psychology 
and Learning



Education is one of the most powerful means for change and growth in the modern world.  As a major 
social science, Education examines the historical contexts shaping educational ideas and movements 
and the underlying philosophical principles and political beliefs promoting notions of meritocracy, 
equality, social inclusion, poverty alleviation and human rights.

The course at Cambridge is a rigorous and rewarding interdisciplinary degree. You study your chosen 
field of interest in-depth, engage with ongoing debates, and develop a form of critical literacy suited to 
addressing the varieties of evidence used by educational researchers, policy-makers and professionals.

@CamEdFac

Apply now

Get in touch

Standard entry requirements: 
A*AA (or equivalent)

Information about subject entry requirements 
can be found on College websites.
Please see our website for a list of Colleges 
that offer the Education course: 
www.educ.cam.ac.uk

Please remember to register for the 
Education Admissions Assessment with your 
local test centre when you apply.

184 Hills Road, Cambridge, 
CB2 8PQ, United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1223 767600
F: +44 (0)1223 767602

E: outreach@educ.cam.ac.uk 
W: www.educ.cam.ac.uk

Education, English, 
Drama and the Arts
You will combine the study of 
English Literature, or Drama and 
English Literature, with key 
issues in Education, such as 
debates around creativity, 
learning and culture.

You will experience critical 
perspectives on education’s 
role in social and economic 
change, and on approaches to 
addressing educational 
inequalities globally.

Education, Psychology 
and Learning
You will focus on education 
from a psychological 
perspective, exploring human 
development and education in 
a variety of social and cultural 
environments.

This track is BPS accredited.

Education, Policy and
International Development

Apply to BA Education on UCAS, then supply your track choice on the Supplementary Application Questionnaire (SAQ).

@Cambridge_Education 
@MyCambridgeEducation




